Creating Safer Work Zones
How Speed Enforcement Solutions Save Lives

Speed is the number one contributing factor in work zone crashes. In the U.S., more than 1,000 people die in work zones each year. That’s nearly three deaths per day. Drivers who speed in work zones endanger themselves, their passengers and put the lives of roadside workers at risk. A work zone speed enforcement program changes driver behavior by increasing awareness of the dangers created by speeding through these zones. After implementing such a program, speeding will decline in these designated areas.
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Work Zone
Our solution comprises end-to-end photo enforcement, maintenance of photo and detection equipment, violation processing, customer service and evidence management, public awareness campaigning and program management. Let’s work together to make our work zones safer for everyone.

1. Speed camera: These devices capture photos of the vehicles that are traveling at speeds above a certain de-designated threshold. A ticket is later mailed to the owner of the vehicle.

2. Mobile enforcement: Technology used at work zones can easily be moved to another location. After all, work zones are always changing.

3. Speed board: This technology displays the current speed of the driver and the speed limit. This serves as a warning to drivers that they might be traveling faster than intended.

4. Citation Mailing: When violations are approved for issuance, they become immediately available for printing and mailing. We typically handle all citation mailing and postage costs, committing to mailing the notice to appear within one business day after authorization.

4. Public Awareness Campaigning: Our team can also provide effective media efforts that demonstrate to communities how camera enforcement increases public safety; changing driver behavior by providing impartial, indisputable photographic evidence of public safety violations.

1. Program Admin and Data Analytics: As the program administrator, we manage the process from start to finish. Powerful reporting tools allow for real-time analysis. We also have an extensive library of captured reports or client-customized reports that make viewing data fast and easy.

2. Call Center Support / Collections: Customer care made easy. Constituents can choose between web-enabled customer service or visiting a walk-in center. We provide convenience for 24/7 internet based self-service, pay-by phone, pay-by web, or personal, face-to-face services.

3. Violation Review / Event Processing: The initial step in the violation processing is the review. Advanced and graphical programs create a sophisticated image verification system. After the violation is approved for issuance, it then goes to the mailing department.

5. Citation Mailing: When violations are approved for issuance, they become immediately available for printing and mailing. We typically handle all citation mailing and postage costs, committing to mailing the notice to appear within one business day after authorization.

Back Office
Processing transactions is essential, but it can be a serious drain on your resources. We manage the day-to-day transaction processing, streamlining operations and allowing organizations to focus on other priorities.
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Watch our video “Discover Xerox Solutions for Police, Fire and EMS” - bit.ly/xrx-vid-safety
Follow us on Twitter: @XeroxTransport
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